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previous minutes:


present:

✓ Allyn
✓ Charlotte
✓ Chris
✓ David
✓ Eric
✓ Hans
✓ Mark E.
✓ Mark G.
✓ Martina

minutes:

- status reports:
  - Allyn
    - added support for the project administrator to manage their own users (and other more trivial project details)
    - added support for the Q to handle DocRefs
    - in the process of redesigning the Project Page
      - this involves no longer having ontologies be self-contained
    - still need to deal w/ "labels" for documents
    - TODO: deploy current version of Q onto test server
  - Charlotte
    - Updates to the CMIP6 experiments spreadsheet
      - main update of note: Repurposed forcing_constraint column D to hold True/False info about whether further info will be needed from the modelling groups to complete conformance. ES DOC/esdoc docs#251
      - Note that the ES-Doc experiment documentation (via the permanent url facility) is being used by MIP PIs to communicate with Karl Taylor to resolve an experiment naming conflict between MIPs. The same experiment has ended up with two names: "dcppC-forecast-addPinatubo" and "volc-pinatubo-ini". ES DOC/esdoc docs#253
      - Making updates to the atmosphere specialisation but those changes are still in progress and not yet checked in to the github repo.
  - Chris
    - workong w/ CMIP6 JSON CV & the ES-DOC model document generator
  - David
    - Working on model_forcings.py and table 12.1. Teasing apart the implementation information from requirement information. I expect to have a new version on Tuesday. This is looking like additional (boolean or enumeration based) questions asked on individual forcing agents.
  - Eric
  - Hans
• Mark E.
• Mark G.
  ■ HTTPS certificate in progress
  ■ **TODO**: provide formal infrastructure documentation
• Martina

• quick Q demo: https://appear.in/es-doc

• will we get feedback from WIP for white paper?

• further_info_url meeting [http://doodle.com/poll/ekp93cnk3rg7tcbl]
  ■ MS: It would be useful for Brian to be on this meeting

• *next meeting: 20 February 2017*